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Productivity or rather the lack of it can kill a business. That’s no exaggeration and 

you’ll see later in this article why I say that. But before I outline why, the first thing 

I want to show you is why we’re naturally unproductive – why being unproductive 

is not our fault. 

Earlier this year I gave an onsite leadership training session to a group of 

managers of a company. The training went well and the CEO received positive 

feedback and also a clear message that his managers would be able to implement 

what they’d learned and probably make better leaders if only they had the time. 

Their days were usually filled with fire-fighting problems, and supporting their 

staff as well as delivering what their bosses (including the CEO) needed. 

The CEO called me and asked if I’d deliver another session but this time on 

productivity. The CEO could relate to the feedback because he too found it hard to 

keep up with what he needed to do and with keeping his company moving in the 

right direction. 

As productivity is a big issue (and if you read my blog posts you may remember me 

writing a couple of pieces on the subject) of course I said yes. 

In preparing for the training, which I delivered last week, I wanted to really 

understand why we as humans find it so hard to stay on task and complete it on 

time, so that I could present these reasons to the audience and establish an 

understanding before moving on to how to be more productive. 

The research revealed some fascinating facts – well, to me they were fascinating.  

I found out that that we are in fact wired to be unproductive. It’s not our fault 

(well, it is partly); it’s Mother Nature’s. 

The lack of productivity can be a real killer to business and is a hugely important 

subject. And so I thought you’d like to know why you find it hard to get things done 

as planned.  

Our Brains Are Wired to be Unproductive 

A major area of your brain, called the pre-frontal cortex, manages, among other 

things, your personality, behaviour, decision-making and problem-solving abilities. 

Unfortunately, it loves to be distracted – it has a novelty bias and is attracted to 

shiny objects like iron filings to a magnet. This was probably a life-saving feature 
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for our distant ancestors to survive another day without being eaten or injured. 

And it fosters curiosity and the desire to learn, which is of course wonderful. 

But it’s clearly not what we need when we’re trying to stay on task and be 

productive. 

So when my school reports repeatedly said I was easily distracted, it wasn’t my 

fault.  When someone walks into a room and you look up to see who it is, it’s not 

your fault. When your phone pings to tell you that you have a text message (as 

mine has just done) and you instantly reach for it to see who it is, it’s not your fault 

and when your email program tells you that you have new emails in your inbox 

and you immediately click to see – it’s not your fault. 

We’re Rewarded for Doing Lots of Small Tasks 

Our brain “rewards” us for completing a task no matter how trivial that task is. It 

cannot differentiate between what’s important and what isn’t and so you will be 

rewarded whether the task was to check your Facebook status or answer a text or 

whether it was to call a new prospect to get a face-to-face meeting or cross a busy 

road safely. 

When you complete a task your pre-frontal cortex and other areas of your brain 

receive a shot of a “feel-good” hormone called dopamine, as a reward. 

We love dopamine and that good feeling we get when we complete a task and so, if 

we’re not disciplined and focused enough we will naturally stay busy switching 

between lots of small tasks and feel good and feel that we’ve got much done. 

We are fooling ourselves that we’re being productive and our brain is supporting 

the lie by rewarding us. 

We Cannot “Multitask” 

Let’s get one thing straight – regardless of gender - we can’t multi-task. Our brain 

cannot process two pieces of information at the same time. 

Millions of neurons rapidly switch from one thing to the next – they cannot 

independently work on resolving two things in parallel. All this switching has both 

a cognitive cost and a metabolic cost. 
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Cognitive cost – Trying to do several things at once involves, as I said, millions of 

neurons rapidly switching between tasks, 100 of times a second. This produces 

cortisol – the stress hormone, which - yep, you guessed it - increases stress.  

Together with adrenaline, which is also produced, your brain can very quickly 

become over stimulated, scrambled and foggy. Decision-making becomes hard. 

At an extreme, imagine the tired mum who shouts at her kids to stop because she 

can’t “hear herself think” as they run around her shouting and vying for her 

attention. 

“Multi-tasking” impairs our ability to think clearly and make decisions. 

Metabolic cost – Our brain weighs around 2% of an average person’s total body 

weight and yet consumes around 20% of total energy. It’s a very hungry organ. All 

these neurons switching 100 of times a second is tiring. 

“Multi-tasking” consumes the available energy very rapidly – the same energy 

(glucose) that’s needed to focus and stay on task. 

So, our brain loves shiny objects and is very easily distracted. It is rewarded and 

therefore wired to complete lots of tasks no matter how trivial rather than stay on 

one important task where the dopamine hits are fewer and further apart.  

And all this switching between distractions and tasks makes us confused, unable to 

make important decisions, stressed and tired. 

Our brain is not on our side when it comes staying on task and being productive – 

On the one hand we’re rewarded for switching between and completing lots of 

tasks and on the other, we’re punished. 

So you see why not staying on task and getting what you need done isn’t 

biologically your fault. 

And as if that wasn’t hard enough, we are surrounded with information overload. 

There is more information at our fingertips via our mobile phone than we need in 

order to make an informed decision. 

When given too much choice, research has shown that we struggle to make a 

decision. There’s a famous “jam stall” experiment. When the market stall was laden 

with lots of jams of different flavours people struggled to decide and would walk 

away. When the stall only displayed a few jam jars, faced with less choice and 

fewer decisions sales went up. 
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Ignoring something has it’s own cognitive and metabolic cost because you have to 

actively decide to ignore it. Ignoring your phone or email inbox knowing that there 

is an unread message or email is something your brain has to continuously decide 

to do because it instinctively wants to see the message or email. 

Being productive is hard. But being unproductive can harm a business in 

many ways and not least in cost. Even medium-sized businesses can lose 

hundreds of thousands of pounds in lost productivity each year.  

Research has shown that the average office worker is productive for 2 hours 53 

minutes out of an 8-hour day. With around 225 working days in a year for a 5-day 

week that adds up to 675 productive hours or 28 days or less than an average 

month. The average office worker will give you 4 weeks worth of productive work 

spread over the entire year. Now add up how many people even a medium sized 

company employs and you’ll see why in, time alone, unproductivity can cost a 

business a small fortune. 

Then add in all I’ve said about the effects of being unproductive and how that can 

lead to bad decision-making, missed targets and mistakes and you can see why I 

said “the lack of [productivity] can kill a business”. 

It is a hidden killer. Unlike your top competitor, you can’t see it or touch it and it 

isn’t easily recognised as the cause of harm in your business. But when you focus 

on it, when you give it attention, you can see the damage it can cause to you, to 

your people and to your business.  

It also has a huge cost at a personal level with raised stress levels and the health 

implications that go with it. 

Being productive and helping your people be productive is a vital element to the 

success of your business.  If work isn’t being completed on time or is sub-standard, 

and assuming the capability and resource is in place, then productivity is most 

likely the problem and must be addressed. 

Having highlighted just how difficult it is to be productive and why, here are 7 

things you can do straight away to get more done with your precious time.  

1. Set a timer 

I do this all the time and am in fact doing this right now. Set the timer function 

(probably under the clock app) in your phone to 50 minutes.  Add a sound alert 

and turn the phone face down on your desk. That way your attention won’t be 

pulled away if the face lights up because you’ve received a text or some other alert. 
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You now have 50 focused minutes to carry out your task.  

Of course you need to set your mindset too to say that when the timer is going you 

won’t divert from the work that you need to do. 

Once the 50 minutes are up stop what you’re doing as soon as you can, get up, walk 

away and take a break for 5 to 10 minutes. Movement will get your blood flowing 

again and doing something different like making a drink or getting some fresh air, 

will clear your mind. 

Once your break is up get back to the task, reset the timer and dive into the next 

chunk of 50 minutes. 

50 minutes is a good length of time and it’s amazing how quickly it goes and how 

much you can get done. 

This tactic really helped me when writing my book, Your Business Foundation. 

2. Plan your next day the night before 

Use the last 30 minutes of your day to plan the next one. From a bigger picture 

perspective, you should already know what you aim to achieve that week and 

month as they fit into your bigger strategy plan. But what specifically do you need 

to do the next day? 

What must you complete? What must you make good progress on? What must you 

address? Identify your “must-dos” followed by other tasks that would be good to 

do. 

Set this “next day preparation” task in your calendar to repeat with an alert each 

day. 

By doing this you can better switch off when you finish work, relax and enjoy your 

evening.  

3. Do your best work in the morning 

Having set your key tasks the day before, you won’t wonder what it is you should 

be doing as you get ready in the morning - you’ll know. Start to think about that 

first task.  

Stay focused - picture getting to work and getting on with that first priority and 

don’t allow yourself to be distracted by others until at least this first task is 

complete. (Or at a point where you intended to stop working on it.) 
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Most of us are at our most productive in the morning so if you get into the habit of 

thinking about this first task and on not allowing others to interrupt your time 

then you’re far more likely to get this intended first task done on time. 

Having successfully done what you set out to do first, you’ll feel good (you’ll have 

received a deserved injection of dopamine) and energized to handle your other 

tasks. 

4. Don’t open your email program 

This nicely follows on from the previous tip. Most people check their emails first. 

By doing that their precious time is taken by others. No matter how trivial the 

email your attention is focused on it and not on what you should be doing. If the 

email requires a response from you then someone else has well and truly taken 

your attention and time.  

Even if you decide to respond later, your brain will know it’s there and keep 

switching you back to it. Research has shown that even knowing you have an 

unread email in your inbox or an unread text can cause your IQ level to drop 10 

points. 

So, don’t open your emails until your first task is done or until you’re taking a 

break from it and make sure your email program is closed, when you’re not 

checking or writing emails, so that you don’t receive alerts when a new one arrives. 

5. Limit your time 

Always give yourself a limit on how much time you’ll spend on a task.  

“Parkinson’s law” says a task will fill the amount of time you have. If you want to 

lose a stone before your holiday in 6 months’ time you’ll take 6 months to lose it. If 

your holiday is in 6 weeks, then you’ll do it in that time. 

Limit your email time to say 30 minutes. When that time is up close the email 

program. This way, you’ll be focused on searching out or writing the important 

emails and then moving on to the next thing on your list. Don’t do this and you’ll 

scroll through and open other emails out of curiosity and before you know it half 

your morning has gone.  

I don’t open my email program until my first task of the day is done. That means 

my email program isn’t usually opened until around 11am and only earlier if I need 

a particular email to do my work or need to send one.  

If 30 minutes isn’t enough, make it slightly longer or better still schedule another 

email session later in the day, say after your first afternoon task is done. 
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6. Set clear expectations and deadlines 

As well as limiting your own time make sure you set a limit on the time for tasks 

you delegate to others. Whether your own people or outsourced to external 

consultants or freelancers, make sure you have a deadline agreed. 

If you don’t, you’ll end up chasing for the results of the work you’ve assigned and if 

this happens it’s not their fault it’s yours. If you don’t set a deadline you cannot be 

upset if a piece of work is delivered later than you expected. 

Talking of expectations – make sure you have set clear expectations. Too often 

expectations are not clearly communicated and a task ends up taking longer to 

complete because the initial deliverable wasn’t up to scratch. 

Other people’s productivity and standard of work will impact your own so make 

sure you are clear about what you need and when you need it. 

7. Schedule your calendar 

Schedule your key and regular work in your calendar. If you’re not fortunate 

enough to have a PA managing your time, then doing this will really help you get 

the most from your day. 

Set your regular tasks, colour-code them and set alerts if necessary. The colour 

coding will help you associate the colour with the task and more easily see when 

you have scheduled what. The alerts remind you that it’s time to start on that task. 

Top CEO and heads of state don’t worry about their calendar and schedules. They 

have others to do that for them. This means they can focus on the task at hand, 

such as an important meeting, knowing that others will make sure the task 

(meeting) is brought to an end in time for the next scheduled task. 

Doing this for your regular tasks will, in time, also help make them easier to get 

started - just like cleaning your teeth in the morning – you will just get on and do it. 

Once you have blocked out your time in this way you will be able to better manage 

requests for meetings and for unexpected tasks because you’ll see where they can 

fit into your schedule with little impact on your planned work.  

Make it happen 

There are many more in addition to these 7 tips but these are a good start and can 

make a huge difference to your productivity. 
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But these won’t happen without you being determined to make them happen and 

disciplined enough to get started and stick with it. 

As I’ve outlined, being productive is extremely hard and a lack of it can have a 

massive impact on a business regardless of whether it’s a large corporation or a 

single-person micro business. 

I would go as far as to say that productivity is the equivalent of your biggest 

competitor - only hidden. At least you can see the potential damage that your 

biggest rival can make. 

Implement these tips and, if you have them, have your people implement them too. 

Soon you’ll see just what a difference it can make and not just to how much you 

and your people get done. You’ll notice how much control and time you’ve taken 

back and how much better you feel because of it.. 
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